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Description
A new profile handler for wiki structures would be very handy to promote the use of structures in many uses cases (learning environments, project management, TEAMS, workspaces in general, ...)

http://profiles.tiki.org/Structured+Master+Documents

I created a profile to demostrate the use of wiki structures to new wiki admins, but it's missing the change to create the structure directly from the profile, which would be needed to enhance other more advanced profiles (Learning Center, etc)

Solution
Half way to geting a working solution. New structures can be created from pages in the profile.
According to the documentation:

"If the parameter [structure] is set to zero a new structure is created - but if the new wiki page is to be added to an existing structure then set the parameter to the page_ref_id of the page after which the new page is to be inserted in the structure hierarchy."

I don't know how to indicate the page_ref_id, just the page name, or page reference in profiles terminology, anyway.: http://profiles.tiki.org/Wiki+Handler

New param structure_as_sibling has been added. And Profile "Structured Master Documents" has been modified to use that new param, to have a working example.

Importance
4

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
20

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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